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INTRODUCTION 
Isodynamic tetrahedrons and more generally, isodynamic n-simplexes have been 
studied in [1], [2]. 
We shall investigate here isodynamic systems of points in Euclidean spaces, i.e. 
unordered systems of points Al9..., Am such that for some positive numbers cl9..., cw, 
(1) Q(Ai9 Ak) = ctck 
for all i9 k = 1,..., m, i 4= k. By Q we mean throughout the whole paper the Euclidean 
distance. In particular, we shall be interested in maximal isodynamic systems in an 
n-dimensional Euclidean space and their properties. 
PRELIMINARIES 
Under an (n — l)-sphere we understand here and in the sequel a hypersphere in 
an n-dimensional Euclidean space; a generalized (n — l)-sphere is either an (n — 1)-
sphere or an (n — l)-dimensional linear space. We say that, in an n-space, a gener­
alized (n — l)-sphere Kt bisects the (n — l)-sphere K2 with centre A2 and radius r2 
iff either r\ = Q2(AU A2) + r\ in the case K1 is an (n — l)-sphere with centre At 
and radius rl9 or if Kt contains A2 in the case Kt is a hyperplane. If Kt and K2 are 
two (n — l)-spheres in En with centres At and radii rt (i = 1, 2) then we call (Kl9 K2)-
harmonic (n — l)-sphere the set {X; Q(X, A1)JQ(X, A2) = r1\r2}. It is thus the 
(generalized) sphere of Apollonius of the points A1 and A2 with the ratio rx\r2. 
As usual, the power of a point X in En with respect to an (n — l)-sphere K (in En) 
with centre A and radius r is Q2(X9 A) — r
2. If K is a hyperplane, we shall agree that 
any point of K has any real number as its power with respect to K, and no point 
outside K has a defined power with respect to K. 
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Two points X9 Y in E„ are inverse with respect to a generalized (n — l)-sphere .K 
iff either they are symmetric with respect to K if K is a hyperplane or, in the other 
case, if they lie on one ray starting in the centre A of K and Q(X9 A) . Q(Y9 A) = r
2, 
r being the radius of K. 
RESULTS 
It will be useful to assign to an isodynamic system satisfying (1), a new set of 
numbers tl9 ...9 tm by 
U = c 2 , i = 1, . . . , m. 
We shall call these numbers t{ radii of the isodynamic system corresponding to the 
points At. The following theorem is easy to prove. 
Theorem 1. Let Al9..., Am9 m _ 3, be points in a Euclidean space which form an 
isodynamic system with the corresponding radii tl9..., tm9 i.e. 
(2) Q2(Ai9 Ak) = tttk, i * k , i, k = 1, . . . , m . 
Then the radii tt are uniquely determined by (2). 
Another trivial observation is formulated in the following 
Theorem 2. Any subsystem of an isodynamic system of points is isodynamic 
as well. 
Theorem 3. A system {Al9..., Am} of points is isodynamic iff any subsystem with 
four points is isodynamic. 
Proof. The "only if" part following from Thm. 2, assume that any subsystem 
with four points is isodynamic. 
To prove that the given system is isodynamic, we shall use induction with respect 
to m. For m g 4, the assertion is clearly true. Suppose that m > 5 and the assertion 
holds for any system with m — 1 points. Thus Al9 ...9Am^1 is isodynamic with 
(uniquely determined) radii tl9..., tm-v Let 1m 1l9129 ?3 be radii of the isodynamic 
subsystem {Am9 Al9 A29 A3}. Since the radii of {Al9 A29 A3} are uniquely determined 
by Thm 1, we have 1t = t{ i = 1, 2, 3. Similarly, if k > 3, let \m9 il9 \l9 \k be radii 
of the subsystem {Am9 Al9 Al9 Ak}. Then \m = ?m, ?i = tl9 \2 = tl9 \k = tk so that 
Q\Ai9Ak) = Utk (i*k) 
is satisfied for all i, k = 1, . . . , m if tm = 1m. This completes the proof. 
Remark. It is easily seen that a quadruple {Al9 Al9 A3, A^} of points is isodynamic 
iff these points are mutually distinct and 
Q(A19 A2) Q(A39 AA) = Q(A19 A3) Q(A29 A*) = Q(AU A4) Q(A19 A3) . 
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To investigate existence of isodynamic systems, we recall the following theorem 
essentially due to MENGER [3] which is a point analogue of the well known theorem 
that the Grapi matrix of a vector system is positive semidefinite and conversely. 
Theorem 4. Let m be a positive integer. The m2 real numbers eu = eji9 i9j = 
= 1,..., m, are squares of distances of some m points Al9 ..., Am in a Euclidean 
space: 
Q2(Ai9 Aj) = etJ , 
iff en = 0, i = 1, ...,m, and for any real m-tuple (xl9..., xm) satisfying 
m 
(3) I> . = 0, 
i = l 
the inequality 
(4) I eijxpcj = 0 
*,; = -
holds. 
If this is the case, the points Al9..., Am are linearly independent iff the only m-
tuple satisfying (3) for which equality in (4) is attained, is the zero m-tuple. More 
generally, all linear dependence relations among the points Al9..., Am are exactly 
those relations 
ty,Ai = o 
i = l 
satisfying 
m 
l .vi = 0, 
i = l 
for which 
m 
E eijyiyj = 0 . 
i , i-=l 
Now we are able to state the existence theorem on isodynamic systems. 
Theorem 5- Let m _£ 2, let tl9 ..., tm be positive numbers. A necessary and suf-
ficient condition that there exist in a Euclidean n-dimensional (and not (n — 1). 
dimensional) space m points Al9...9Am the mutual distances Q(Ai9Aj) of which 
satisfy 
(5) Q2(Ai9 Aj) = tttj (i 4= j9 i9 j = 1,..., m) 
is : either 
(i) n -= m—1 and 
m i / m 1 \ 2 
(6) 0 " - i ) I i < ( L 7 ) , 
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or 
(ii) n = m — 2 and 
m 1 / m 1 V 
w («--)£ 4 - ( i f ) . 
*=i rt v*=t tj 
In the second case, the only relation among the points Au ..., Am is 
(
m 1 \ _ 1 m 1 / m 1 \ _ 1 m 1 
I M I 7*- ( I 4) £:U = °-
k=i rk / k=i *ft \
k = 1 *k/ *=- -k 
Proof. Let first Al9..., Am satisfy (5). We shall show that then 
m 1 / m 1 \ 2 
(9) (m-l)lf =Ylf). 
k=i tk \ k = i **/ 
By Thm. 4, 
I ******** -S 0, 
l = i<k^m 
m 
whenever xl9..., xm satisfy £ xf = 0. Especially, the numbers yu..., ym where 
i = l 
i m * i m i 
(10) yi = 1 I V ^ I 1 ' i-l .---,m 
^ k = i tk tt k = i rk 
satisfy £>>fc = 0; therefore, 
(U) 2 V. fAjw.rgO. 
l = i<k^m 
The left hand side is equal to 
•M-H-fJ)-
The first factor is by the Schwarz inequality nonnegative, and positive if not all 
the f f's are equal. If the '̂s are equal, (9) is satisfied. If not, the first factor is positive 
and (9) is satisfied by (11). 




The numbers (10) are easily seen not to be all equal to zero. By Thm. 4, (7) implies 
that the points Al9..., Am are linearly dependent, i.e. 
(12) - n = m - 2 , 
and moreover, (8) holds. 
This means that if Al9..., Am are linearly independent then (6) is satisfied. 
Let us show now that conversely, (9) implies that there exist, in a Euclidean space, 
points Al9..., Am satisfying (5) and even that (6) implies that they are linearly 
independent. 
We shall use Thm. 4 again. Let xi9..., xm be real numbers satisfying £x f = 0. 
Assume first (6). Then 
and we can write for eн = 0, eik = eki = tfa (i Ф к): 
m 1 
E Єijxpcj = - ((m - 1) Ç£tiXt)
2 - (m ЂЫ - Q> i*,)2)) = 
І,J = I m 
7 ^ ( - ^ ( ^ ! ( m 2 ф , ; - ( I V ' ) ! ) + 
[ mУx£ — У — УfiXi ] 1 < f ( mYx; — Y — УípcЛ -
V • LUL ) ) mҺ1-)^ *« 7 
m 
- (ҷ I Jj - ( l )T)
2) (« !»?*? - (I^ ) 2 ) ) = 
•^'((sa--^- 4-
by the Schwarz inequality. By Thm. 4, this implies the existence of linearly indepen-
dent points Al9..., Am in a Euclidean space which satisfy (5). If only (9) is assumed, 
m 
a similar chain of inequalities as above yields ]T e^x^- ^ 0 and by Thm. 4, m points 
i4 t , . . . , Am satisfying (5) also exist but are not necessarily linearly independent. 
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It remains to show that if (7) is fulfilled then n = m — 2. By (12), it suffices to 
disprove that n < m — 2. Suppose n < m — 2. Then some n -f- 1 points, say 
Al9 ...9An+l of the points Al9..., Am are linearly independent and the points Ai9... 
..., An+3 also satisfy (5). Consequently, for each fe, 1 ^ k g n + 3, the relation 
corresponding to (7) holds, i.e. 
» + 3 | /n + 3 * \ 2 
(13) (« + l ) Z f " ( i f ) . 
since the points Ai9 ...,Ak-i9 Ak+1,..., An+3 are linearly dependent. Also 
n + 3 | /n + 3 i \2 
(14) («+-)Zf = ( l - ) 
by the same reason. 
However, (13) can be rewritten in the form* 
(15) i ( f - fT="z K. 
i^Kj^n+3 vr, tJ i=i rf 
(14) in the form 
/ l 1 \ 2 n + 3 t 
(i6) Z ( f - f ) = z f -
Subtracting (15) from (16), we obtain 
Z ( i - M = 1 , fc = l,...,n + 3. 
'=- Vi '*/ '* 
Therefore, by summing up these equalities, 
2 I ('--iy-Ei. 
l £ j < j £ « + 3 \ f | f y / k=l t\ 
a contradiction with (16). The proof is complete. 
This theorem enables us to call complete such an isodynamic system which 
consists of m ^ 3 points and is contained in an (m — 2)-dimensional Euclidean space. 
Theorem 6. (i) In a Euclidean n-dimensional space, n J> 1, the maximum number 
of points in an isodynamic system is n -F 2. 
(ii) A linearly independent isodynamic system with m ^ 3 points is contained 
in exactly two complete isodynamic systems in the same space, with the only 
exception that the points Ai9 ...9Amform vertices of a regular (m — l)-swtP/ex; 
in this case, there is only one complete isodynamic system in the same space in 
which the given system is contained. The additional point is the center of the 
simplex. 
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(iii) For any m J> 3, there exist complete isodynamic systems with m points. 
(iv) Any complete isodynamic system ©j with m ̂  3 points in £w_2 is con-
tained in a complete isodynamic system S 2 with m + 1 points in Em__1 {con-
taining £m_2). ©2 is determined in Em„1 uniquely up to congruence leaving all 
points of fsm_2 invariant. The radius of the (m + l)-th point is 
<...-f-si.fr 
\m — li=-i tt J where tl9..., tm are the radii of the points of ©j. 
(v) Any isodynamic system which contains a complete isodynamic subsystem 
is complete. 
(vi) A complete isodynamic system © contains a minimal complete isodynamic 
subsystem, i.e. a complete isodynamic subsystem which is contained in every 
complete isodynamic subsystem of ©. This minimal subsystem contains exactly 
those points of © whose coefficient in the (up to a factor unique) relation among 
the points in © is different from zero. 
(vii) If {Al9..., An} is a complete isodynamic system and {Al9..., Ak) its minimal 
complete isodynamic subsystem then Ak+l9..., Am are vertices of a regular simplex. 
(viii) Any three different points in a line form a complete isodynamic system. 
Proof, (i) is a consequence of Thm. 5. To prove (ii), let {Al9..., Am) (m ^ 3) be 
a linearly independent isodynamic system so that (5) and (6) holds. Assume this 
system to be contained in a complete isodynamic system {Al9..., Am+1} (by (i), not 
more than m + 1 points exist). By Thm. 1, the corresponding m + 1 radii are unique 
and the first m coincide with ti9 i = 1,..., m. Let tm+1 be the (m 4- l)-th. Then, an 
analogous relation to (7) holds: 
•fih-rt'1-)' 
* = i tk \ * - i tj 
so that 
( m ~ 1 ) ^ — - 2 - — X 7 + m£ - j - £ - = 0 . 
tm+i tm+1 *-i ti i-i rf V'-- U) 
The discriminant of this quadratic equation for \\tm+1 is easily computed to be 
positive t>y (6). 
If the f j's are not all equal, the absolute member of the equation is positive by the 
Schwarz inequality and the two positive roots yield two distinct complete isodynamic 
systems. 
If all the fj's are equal, tt == t9 i == 1,..., m, i.e. if the given system is the set of the 
vertices of a regular (m — l)-simplex (with all edges having the same length), one 
root of the equation is zero and there is only one positive root 
m - 1 
' « + ! = — 1. 
2m 
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(iii) follows e.g. from the preceding case of the vertices and center of the regular 
simplex. 
To prove (iv), assume ©- consists of the points Al9 ...,Am with radii tl9 ...9tm 
so that 
<2 m 1 / m 1 \(«--)£ W l f ) . 
i=i í, \i=i í j 
Assume ©2 arises from ©x by adding a point -4m+1 with radius fm+1 (the radii 
tl9 ..., fm coincide). 
Then 
m I 
V'-- t2 tm+l/ V'"- ti tm+l/ 
from which, the discriminant of the quadratic equation for ljtm+1 being zero, 
1 ' i1 
tm+i m - 1 i = l t | 
Since the converse is also true, ©2 exists by Thm. 5. The distances Q(Ai9 Am+l) 
are thus uniquely determined which completes the proof of (iv). 
(v) follows from the fact that the assumption implies the points of the system are 
linearly dependent so that case (ii) of Thm. 5 occurs. 
To prove (vi), we shall also use the fact that an isodynamic system is complete iff 
its points are linearly dependent. Thus, if the essentially unique relation among the 
points of © has non-zero coefficients corresponding to points Aj for j e J, the sub-
system {Aj}jBj is complete and every complete subsystem contains this subsystem. 
Before proving (vii), we shall prove the following lemma: 
Lemma. Let k, n be integers, 2 ^ k < n. Let xl9..., xn be real numbers such 
that 
(fc-i)i*2 = d>.)2. 
i=-i i = i 
Then 
( » - i ) l * 2 = (l>.)2 
i=-l i = l 
iff 
* 1 V 
* * + l ~ . . . — X в — — - la
 XІ • 
k — 1 І--I 
Proof. From the equality 
* + i i * + i * * + i i * + 1 * i * h \ / i * \ 2 
i ^ - M i ^ ) 2 = i x ? - ^ ( E x o 2 + ̂ ( x t + 1 - - J - i : ^ 
i « i k Í « I s Í=-I k ~ 1 f--i k \ k - 1 i -1 / 
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it follows that 
* + i i k+i 
Z*i -hi**)2 *Z*? -~-(Zxty, 
i=l k i=l i=l fc — 1 *==! 
with equality iff 
Thus, 
1 * 
**+i = 7 : Z x i 
k — li-=i 
î^--J-:(Ž^)2è-^І;x,?-rLт(ixi)
г, 
i=l n — 1 i = l i=l fc — 1 i=l 
with equality of the first and last member iff 
I * ^ fc+i 1 * 
x*+i = - - Z x * ' x*+2 = 7 Z x - = ~ 7 Z 
fe — 1 i = l fe i = l fe — 1 i = l 
J « - l 1 fc 
x« = Z x i = r — : Z *t -
n — 2 i=i fe — 1 i=i 
The lemma then follows. 
To prove (vii), use the lemma for n = m9xt = ljti9 i = 1,..., m. 
The assertion (viii) being trivial, the proof is complete. 
Remark. The two (or one) additional points in (iii) of Thm. 6 are the isodynamic 
centres [2] of the corresponding (m — l)-simplex. 
In the following main theorem about complete isodynamic systems several 
characterizations are given. 
Theorem 7. Let Al9..., An+2 be different points in a Euclidean n-space En. Then 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
1° Al9 ...9An+2 is a complete isodynamic system in En9 i.e. there exist positive 
numbers tl9..., tn+2 such that 
Q2(Ai9 Ak) = titk for all i9 fe == 1,..., n + 2 , i 4= fe ; 
2° there exists a system of n + 3 real (n — l)-spheres K09Kl9 ...9Kn+2 such 
that 
21° Ki has centre in Atfor i = 1,..., n + 2 and bisects K09 
22° for each pair i9j (i =t= j)9 i9j = 1,..., n + 2, the (Ki9Kj)-harmonic (n - 1)-
sphere Ktj contains all points Akfor i 4= fe 4= j ; 
3° there exists a system of I ) generalized (n — l)-spfteres K y ( = X ; 0 -
f, j = 1,..., n + 2, i # j , sucft that 
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31° A{ and As are inverse with respect to Kij9 
32° Ktj contains all points Akfor i + k + j ; 
33° there exists a point having the same negative power with respect to all 
(n — i)-spheres KtJ. 
4° there exists a point R in En and a point B0 + R in a Euclidean (n + 1)-
space containing En, on the line perpendicular to En in R such that the second inter-
section points B( (i = 1,..., n + 2) 0f the lines AtB0 with the n-sphere K = 
= {X; Q(X, R) = Q(B0, R)} form vertices of a regular (n + i)-simplex. 
5° there exists, in a Euclidean (n + i)-space En+1 containing En, a regular 
(n + i)-simplex I such that Al9 ...,An+2 correspond to the vertices of I in an 
inversion in En+1. 
6° there exists, in a Euclidean (n + i)-space £n+1 a regular (n + i)-simplex 
with vertices Bl9 ...,Bn+1 and a point X (different from all the points Bf) on its 
circumscribed n-sphere such that, for some fc > 0, 
U.4)- fc §(Bi9X)§(Bj,X) 
for all i9 j = 1,..., n + 2, i + j . 
7° there exists, in a Euclidean (n + i)-space £n+1, a regular (n + i)-simplex 
with vertices Bi9..., Bn+1 and a point X (different from all the points Bt) such that, 
for some fc > 0 
fc 
e{Ai'Aj) = $B^JW^) 
for all i,j = 1, ..., n + 2, i # j . 
Proof. We shall prove the implications 1° => 2° => 3° => 4° => 5° => 6° => 7° => 1°. 
Assume 1°. By (iv) of Thm. 6, the system [Al9..., An+2} is contained in a complete 
isodynamic system, with the additional point An+3, of an (n + l)-dimensional 
space En+1 containing En. Define for i = 1,..., n + 2, K{ = {X e En; Q
2(X, At) = 
= Q2(An+3, Af)}. If R is the orthogonal projection of the point An+3 on En and r = 
= Q(R, An+3) then K0 = {X e En; Q(X, R) = r} satisfies Q
2(Ai9 R) = Q
2(Ai9 An+3) - r
2 
which means that Kt bisects K0. Moreover, let i 4= j . The (KUK2) — harmonic 
(n — l)-sphere Ktj is easily checked to contain the points Ak for all fc, i + fc + j . 
Thus 1° => 2°. 
To prove that 2° implies 3°, it suffices to show that the (Ki9 Kj) — harmonic 
spheres KtJ satisfy 31°, 32°, 33°. 31° follows from the harmonic property of Ai9 Aj 
and the intersection points of the line AtAf with Kij9 32° is immediate. To prove 33°, 
take R as the centre of K0 in 2°. Since K0 is bisected by Kt and Kj9 it is bisected by K(J 
(belonging to the pencil determined by K t and Kj) as well. Thus R has the same nega-
tive power with respect to all Ktfs which are nonlinear. According to our agreement, 
this is also true if some — but not all — of the K*/s are linear. However, all the Ktfs 
carmot be linear since in this case the mutual distances of n + 2 points Ax in En 
would be equal. 
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Assume 3°. Let £n + 1 be any Euclidean (n + l)-space containing En. Let B0 be 
a point on the line perpendicular to En passing through R9 such that Q
2(B09 R) = 
= —p, p being the power of JR with respect to all Ktj
9s. Let £,7 (i 4= I, i,I = 1,... 
..., n + 2)*be the generalized n-sphere in FM+1 with the same centre and radius 
as K(j if Ktj is an (n — l)-sphere; if K(j is linear, let R(j be that n-dimensional linear 
space in En+i which contains K(j and is orthogonal to En. It follows that R{j contains 
the point B0 for all i, j = 1,..., n + 2, i 4= j . Let X be the n-sphere with centre in R 
and radius Q(R9 B0)9 let JBf (i = 1,..., n + 2) be the second intersection point of the 
line AtB with K. Denote by £ the n-sphere with centre B0 which bisects K. Using 
the well known properties of inversion, it follows that En corresponds to K in the 
inversion «/ with respect to £ ; At corresponds to Bt in «/, R{j corresponds to a hyper-
plane ify, i, j = 1,..., n + 2, i 4= j . Since ^ y is orthogonal to En9 Htj is orthogonal 
to K and thus contains R9 as well as all the points Bk for i 4= k 4= j . At and Aj being 
inverse with respect to Rij9 Bt and Bj are symmetric with respect to HtJ (since any 
sphere containing both B{ and i?, is orthogonal to Hij9 this being true for their 
transforms in J). Consequently, Q(B{9 Bk) = Q(BJ9 Bk) for all i, j , fc, i 4= j 4= k 4= i. 
It follows that the points Bi9 i = 1,..., n + 2, form vertices of a regular (n + 1)-
simplex. The proof of 3° => 4° is complete. 
The implication 4° => 5° is immediate since Bt and At correspond to each other 
in the inversion determined by the n-sphere & having the centre B0 and bisecting K. 
Assume 5°. Denote by J the inversion, by Bt (i = 1,..., n + 2) the points in En+l 
corresponding to At in J so that B{ are vertices of a regular (n + l)-simplex I. 
Let X be the centre of the inversion J. Thus X 4= Bt for all i = 1,..., n + 2. If C 
is the circumscribed n-sphere of I, C corresponds to En in J and thus contains X. 
We have then for i 4= j9 i, j = 1,..., n + 2 
(17) e(-4f, X) <?(£,, X) = o(^ , K) Q(BJ9 X) 
so that the triangles AtAjX and B ^ K are similar to each other. Thus 
e(Ai9 Aj)JQ(Ai9 X) = Q(Bi9 BJ)IQ(BJ9 X) 
as well as 
Q(Ai9 AJ)IQ(AJ9 X) = Q(Bi9 Bj)JQ(Bi9 X) . 
By multiplication, 
Q2(Ai9 A,) - e
2 ^ , £;) Q(Ai9 X) Q(AJ9 X) (Q(Bi9 X) Q(BJ9X))-1 = 
- a2 Q
2(Bi9 Bj)l(Q
2(Bi9 X) Q2(BJ9 X)) 
by (17), if the common value is denoted by a. Since Q2(Bi9 Bj) is constant for all pairs 
Ui% i * if 6° follows (where £ = £n+1 , $ = Q is taken). 
The implications 6° => 7° as well as 7° => 1° being trivial, the proof is complete. 
A well known theorem from plane geometry, sometimes called Pompeiu's theorem, 
states: 
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If AtA2A3 is an equilateral triangle and X another point of the plane thcnXAi9 
XA29 XA3 form lengths of sides of a triangle iff X does not belong to the circum-
scribed circle of AiA2A3. 
We shall generalize now this theorem as follows: 
Theorem 8. Let Ai9 .. , An + i be vertices of a regular n-simplex 1 in En. If X is 
a point in En then there exists an n-simplex with vertices Bi9..., Bn+1 such that 
edges BtBk (i 4= fc, i, k = 1, ..., n + 1) have lengths proportional to (Q(A19X) . 
. Q(AU, X))~
X iffX does not belong to the circumscribed (n — i)sphere of I. 
Proof. Assume first that X belongs to the circumscribed (n — l)-sphere of I. 
If X = At for fcome i9 the n-simplex clearly does not exist. If X 4= At for all i = 
= 1,..., n + 1, the equivalence of 7° and 1° in Thm. 7 shows that the realization of 
the points Bt leads to a complete isodynamic system which is linearly dependent. 
Assume now that X does not belong to the circumscribed (n — l)-sphere of I. 
Let J be any inversion with centre X. If Bt are points which correspond to the 
points At in J9 we have similarly as in the proof of 5° => 6° in Thm. 7, 
Q(Bi9 Bk) = k(Q(Ai9 X) Q(Ak9 X))'
1 . 
Moreover, the points Bt do not belong to a hyperplane since this would correspond 
in J to the circumscribed sphere of 1 and this would contain the centre of inversion X9 
a contradiction. The proof is complete. 
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